In conventional metals, there is plenty of space for dislocations-line defects whose motion results in permanent material deformationto multiply, so that the metal strengths are controlled by dislocation interactions with grain boundaries 1,2 and other obstacles 3, 4 . For nanostructured materials, in contrast, dislocation multiplication is severely confined by the nanometre-scale geometries so that continued plasticity can be expected to be source-controlled. Nanograined polycrystalline materials were found to be strong but brittle [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , because both nucleation and motion of dislocations are effectively suppressed by the nanoscale crystallites. Here we report a dislocation-nucleation-controlled mechanism in nano-twinned metals 10, 11 in which there are plenty of dislocation nucleation sites but dislocation motion is not confined. We show that dislocation nucleation governs the strength of such materials, resulting in their softening below a critical twin thickness. Large-scale molecular dynamics simulations and a kinetic theory of dislocation nucleation in nano-twinned metals show that there exists a transition in deformation mechanism, occurring at a critical twin-boundary spacing for which strength is maximized. At this point, the classical Hall-Petch type of strengthening due to dislocation pile-up and cutting through twin planes switches to a dislocation-nucleationcontrolled softening mechanism with twin-boundary migration resulting from nucleation and motion of partial dislocations parallel to the twin planes. Most previous studies 12,13 did not consider a sufficient range of twin thickness and therefore missed this strength-softening regime. The simulations indicate that the critical twin-boundary spacing for the onset of softening in nano-twinned copper and the maximum strength depend on the grain size: the smaller the grain size, the smaller the critical twinboundary spacing, and the higher the maximum strength of the material.
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Ultrafine-grained Cu with nanoscale thin twins embedded in individual grains has recently been synthesized, achieving a strength increase by a factor of 7 to 10 relative to conventional coarse-grained polycrystalline Cu, as well as considerable ductility and high electrical conductivity 10, 11 . More interestingly, the strength of such nanotwinned Cu first increases as the twin-boundary spacing l decreases, reaching a maximal strength at l 5 15 nm, then decreases as l is further reduced 11 . The trend of increasing strength in nano-twinned ultrafine-grained Cu with decreasing l can be relatively well explained by the Hall-Petch effect because the twin planes can serve as barriers to dislocations gliding on inclined slip planes. However, the strength softening with a further decrease of l from 15 nm to 4 nm is intriguing.
For nanocrystalline metals without nano-twin substructures, molecular dynamics simulations [6] [7] [8] [9] have shown a strength softening mechanism as grain size is reduced to about 10 nm in Cu, which has been attributed to a transition from dislocation-mediated plastic deformation to grain-boundary-associated mechanisms such as grain-boundary sliding, grain-boundary diffusion and grain rotation 5, [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] . In nano-twinned ultrafine-grained Cu, the observed strength softening cannot be attributed to grain-boundary-associated mechanisms for the following reasons: (1) twin planes are coherent in nature, and shearing along them is as difficult as most other atomic planes; and (2) grain sizes and grain-boundary properties for samples with different twin thicknesses are similar 10, 11 . Although it has been speculated that the softening in nano-twinned ultrafine-grained Cu might be caused by pre-existing dislocations potentially acting as easy dislocation sources in samples with smaller l (ref. 11), it remains difficult to reveal the detailed interactions between dislocations and twin planes using post-mortem microstructure observations. Here we use massively parallel atomistic simulations to investigate the effect of twin thickness on the deformation mechanisms in nano-twinned Cu. The simulations show that the strength softening in nano-twinned Cu is governed by dislocation nucleation at grain boundary-twin intersections. Such dislocation-nucleation-controlled strength is rarely observed because dislocations can easily multiply given sufficient space. A possible exception is the strengthening mechanism of microand nano-pillars, which has been attributed to the increasing difficulty of dislocation nucleation and multiplication as the structure dimension is reduced [19] [20] [21] [22] . Deformation of nano-twinned crystals has previously been investigated using molecular dynamics simulations 23, 24 . To represent real material structures seen in experiments as closely as possible 10, 11 , we have performed simulations on fully three-dimensional polycrystals with sub-grain nano-twins. Simulations reported in this study involve a total of 140 million atoms. Details about the simulations are given in the Methods. Stress versus strain curves for two different grain sizes d 5 10 nm and 20 nm, and for various values of the twinboundary spacing are shown in Fig. 1a . It can be seen in Fig. 1b that the average flow stress first increases with decreasing twin-boundary spacing l, reaching a maximum at a critical twin-boundary spacing, and then drops progressively with further decreasing l, in qualitative agreement with experimental observations 11 . Deformation patterns of two samples with different twin-boundary spacing but the same grain size d 5 20 nm are shown in Fig. 2 (see also Supplementary Discussion 1). The result for the sample with l 5 1.25 nm at 10% strain is shown in Fig. 2a where plastic deformation is dominated by twin-boundary migration: partial dislocations are observed to nucleate at grain boundaries and glide along the twin planes (Supplementary Discussion 1, see also Supplementary Fig. 6 ), resulting in a change of twin-boundary spacing. Dislocations intersecting with twin planes are rarely seen here. The observed twinboundary migration induced by the motion of leading partial dislocations is consistent with previous investigations 3, [25] [26] [27] . In the sample with l 5 6.25 nm (Fig. 2b) , plenty of dislocations intersecting twin planes were observed. In the latter case, plastic deformation is dominated by partial dislocations emitted from grain boundaries cutting into the neighbouring twin planes, and twin-boundary migration plays a much smaller part in accommodating plastic deformation. A diagram for the nucleation of dislocations parallel or inclined to twin boundaries is shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 .
Typical dislocation structures in the interior of a grain are shown in Fig. 3 . Figure 3a shows several partial dislocations nucleated from grain boundaries and moving parallel to twin boundaries in the l 5 1.25 nm sample at 4% strain. As the sample was further loaded to 7% strain (Fig. 3b) , most dislocation lines were parallel to, and rarely seen to intersect with, the twin planes. In contrast, for the sample with the same grain size but larger twin-boundary spacing l 5 6.25 nm at 5.4% strain, dislocations were commonly seen to nucleate from grain boundaries and intersect twin boundaries (Fig. 3c) . In the samples with grain size d 5 10 nm, we found the same transition in deformation mechanism as the twin-boundary spacing is reduced. The evolution of the number of hexagonal close packed atoms associated with stacking faults shown in Supplementary Fig. 3 also confirms that there exists a transition in deformation mechanism at a critical twin-boundary spacing.
To confirm that the same strength softening phenomenon also exists in quasi-three-dimensional simulations, we also performed simulations with columnar grain structures (see Supplementary Discussion 2). We considered samples with average grain size d 5 70 nm and twin-boundary spacing l 5 2 nm, 5 nm, 10 nm, 15 nm, 20 nm and 25 nm. The same transition from motion of discrete dislocations intersecting with twin planes to that of partial dislocations parallel to the twin planes was observed as the twin-boundary spacing was reduced (see Supplementary Fig. 8) .
Interestingly, it is noted that the transition happens at different values of twin-boundary spacing in samples with different grain sizes, and the corresponding maximal strengths of the material are also distinct. We will next investigate theoretically why dislocation nucleation at grain boundary-twin intersections would lead to the softening of material below a critical twin-boundary spacing.
The strength of crystalline metals is controlled by both initial defects (mainly dislocations) and the capability of the material to nucleate new defects to carry plastic deformation. In nano-twinned Cu, plastic strains by pre-existing dislocations may be estimated using e 5 r 0 bd/ M (ref. 11). Taking the initial dislocation density to be r 0 < 10 14 m 22 in samples with l 5 4 nm, the magnitude of the Burgers vector for Shockley partial dislocations in Cu to be b 5 0.147 nm, grain size to be d 5 500 nm, and M 5 6 to be twice the Taylor factor owing to the directionality of partial dislocations, we obtain roughly a 0.1% of plastic strain by initial dislocations if those dislocations seen under transmission electron microscopy are mobile. The pre-existing dislocations could consequently influence the 0.2% yield strength and hence significantly affect the experimentally observed strength softening as the twin-boundary spacing decreases. Molecular dynamics simulations of nano-indentation testing 28 also support the conjecture that pre-existing defects in twin structures could cause strength softening. . In a, plastic deformation is dominated by partial dislocations gliding parallel to twin planes, whereas in b, dislocations cutting across twin planes is the controlling deformation mechanism.
In our large-scale simulations, however, the samples are initially dislocation-free and subsequently exhibit a rapid increase in dislocation density to ,10 16 m 22 during plastic deformation (see Supplementary Fig. 4 ). This rapid increase of dislocation density is comparable to the experimental observation that dislocation density increased from ,10 14 m 22 to ,10 16 m 22 as strain was increased to about 20% in the nano-twinned Cu sample with l 5 4 nm (ref. 11).
Our simulations have provided a number of insights into the mechanism of strength softening in nano-twinned Cu: (1) an initially dislocation-free nano-twinned metal exhibits strength softening below a critical twin thickness; (2) in the strength softening regime, dislocation nucleation occurs primarily at the grain boundary-twin intersections; (3) there exists significant stress concentration at the grain boundary-twin intersection (Supplementary Discussion 3, see also Supplementary Fig. 9 ). These results, combined with experimental observations, imply that dislocation nucleation should govern the observed strength softening below a critical twin-boundary spacing. On the basis of these critical insights, we have formulated a theory of strength softening in nano-twinned metals by considering the kinetics of dislocation nucleation and available source density in such materials (for details see Supplementary Discussion 4). In this theory, the strength of the material depends on both twin-boundary spacing l and grain size d as:
where DU is the activation energy, S is a factor representing local stress concentration and geometry, V* is the activation volume, k B and T are the Boltzmann constant and temperature, n D is the Debye frequency, and _ e e is the macroscopic strain rate. Figure 4 shows a comparison of the yield stress of nano-twinned ultrafine-grained Cu from experimental data, the model predictions based on equation (1) and our molecular dynamics simulation results. The softening behaviour seen in the simulations below a critical twin-boundary spacing is well captured by the model. For a given grain size d, the junction of the t versus l curve from equation (1) and the Hall-Petch relation indicates where the onset of strength softening occurs in a nano-twinned metal, provided that the Hall-Petch relation remains valid for twin-boundary spacing as small as several nanometres. As shown in Fig. 4 , both simulations and the theory consistently show that dislocation nucleation governs the softening in nano-twinned metals, and that the onset of softening depends on the grain size: the smaller the grain size, the smaller the critical twin-boundary spacing, and the higher the maximum strength of the material. For samples with grain size d 5 20 nm and l < 2-4 nm, we predict a tensile yield strength around 2 GPa in nano-twinned Cu.
In conclusion, we have identified a dislocation-nucleationcontrolled softening mechanism in nano-twinned metals in which dislocation nucleation and storage are highly organized by the existing twins. Both the increased source density and increased twin boundaries for dislocation storage are essential to the observed Colouring is based on distance of atoms to grain centre. a, In the l 5 1.25 nm sample at 4% strain, dislocations (grey and black arrows) nucleate from grain boundaries and move parallel to twin boundaries. b, In the l 5 1.25 nm sample at 7% strain, dislocations remain parallel to twin boundaries. c, In the l 5 6.25 nm sample at 5.4% strain, dislocations intersect (black and grey arrows) or lie parallel to (purple arrows) twin boundaries. One dislocation cuts through a twin boundary, leaving behind a residual partial label 'a' on the twin boundary and a transmission dislocation 'b'. LETTERS strength softening in nano-twinned metals. Such softening mechanisms can happen in samples with or without pre-existing dislocations. Our simulations and theory show that the critical twin-boundary spacing for the dislocation-nucleation-controlled mechanism depends on grain sizes: the smaller the grain size, the smaller the critical twinboundary spacing, and the higher the maximum strength of the material. Equation (1), combined with the Hall-Petch relation, predicts the critical twin-boundary spacing for the onset of softening in nanotwinned metals. Given that both the Hall-Petch relation and equation (1) are not specific to particular metals, the conclusion should be generally applicable to nano-twinned face-centred cubic metals.
METHODS SUMMARY
The simulations are performed on three-dimensional polycrystal samples containing 27 randomly orientated Voronoi grains. In each grain, twins are inserted by mirroring a portion of the matrix with respect to a twin plane, as shown in the crystallographic diagram in Supplementary Fig. 1 The embedded atom method potential 29 for Cu was adopted. All simulations are performed at 300 K using a Nose-Hoover thermostat 30 . The multiple timestep algorithm 31 was used with shorter and longer time steps of 2 femtoseconds and 6 femtoseconds, respectively. Periodic boundary conditions were imposed in all three directions. The sample is relaxed for 500 picoseconds before straining. During uniaxial tension, a 15% strain is applied to each sample over 750 picoseconds at a constant strain rate of 2 3 10 8 s
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. The simulations consumed a total computation time of 22.8 central processing unit years (corresponding to 3 3 10 18 flops) in the Kraken Cray XT5 system at the National Institute for Computational Sciences.
The local crystalline order method 32 is used to identify defects during deformation. Five types of atoms are painted in colour: grey for perfect atoms, red for atoms in stacking faults and green for atoms in grain boundaries or dislocation cores; blue atoms indicate that they are in the vicinity of vacancies; and fully disordered atoms are yellow. Six videos are supplied in the Supplementary Information to show deformation processes in nano-twinned samples.
